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Fits on 99% of all cars, vans, SUV´s and 4 x 4´s

Whether the vehicles mirror is sharply angled - 
extremely round on the back – or very large. 
Caravan extremely wide? 
The Repusel Caravan Mirrors take all this in its stride

The new product-line offers the caravan-users:
* Optimum, unobstructed view to the rear
* Old fashioned, unequalled Repusel quality in a modern styling
* Incredible comfort
* Easy attachment in only 3 movements

What’s more, the rubber mirror rings of the Repusel Caravan 
Mirrors are provided with bumper cushions. No more problems 
with car mirrors that spring back automatically when parking. 

The new Repusel Caravan Mirrors are available in 2 models:

Both models can be supplied with short or long arms, convex or flat glasses. 

The secret of its solid fixing lies in its construction and innovative, unique attachment-
system. This system consists of an anti-slide cover in combination with a very strong, slide 
able power-sucker which can be positioned correctly in the most critical spot.
Both the anti-slide cover and the slide able power-sucker function at the same time as
distance-keepers, to help protect the paintwork of the car’s mirror head.

Strips of 36 cm are included -ideal for very large mirrors.
Exchangeable glasses. All spare parts can be delivered seperately!!!

- Alufor (with aluminium arms)
- Luxmax (with stainless steel arms and tinted antiglare 
 mirror glasses).

Caravan towing mirrors

Repusel Towing Mirrors

Towing mirrors

EG 2003/97
A P P R O V E D







More information:
WWW.REPUSELMIRROR.COM
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    3004   6             Short stainless steel arm, 33cm 
       Glass: flat, tinted  (antiglare)

    3005   6             Short stainless steel arm, 33cm.
       Glass: convex, tinted (antiglare)

    3006   6             Long stainless steel arm, 44cm 
       Glass: flat, tinted  (antiglare)

    3007   6             Long stainless steel arm, 44cm.
       Glass: convex, tinted (antiglare)

LUXMAX

Colour:  mirrorheads + supports black.
Material: mirrorhead plastic, strips 
plastic, arms stainless steel or 
aluminium.

• Standard combined set for a optimal 
field of vision.

• Standard dimensions of left and right 
arms: 33 cm. 

• Optional: arms 44cm.

3000     6  Short aluminium arm, 33cm.
   glass: flat

3001     6  Short aluminium arm, 33cm.
   glass: convex

3002     6  Long aluminium arm, 44 cm.
    Glass: flat

3003     6              Long aluminium arm, 44 cm. 
         Glass: convex

ALUFOR (per pair)

(per pair)

Caravan towing mirrors

Repusel Towing Mirrors

Art.      
code    VPE

Towing mirrors
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Fits on 99% of all car mirrors
Can be attached to big, round, and elecric carmirror

Robust design
Comes with slideable powersuckers, that won’t fall off

Doesn’t damage the carmirror paintwork
A cover of soft material is included for protection

Upgrade kit:
Update your mirrors to our new model

The upgrade kits consists of two complete fastening sets, 
without the arms and mirror heads.

Why an upgrade?

The upgrade kit is compatible with the Special mirror or another 
mirror with the same type of arms as the Repusel towing mirror 
(16 mm).

3043    10

Spares for Repusel Caravan Mirrors

Caravan towing mirrors

Art.      
code    VPE

Towing mirrors
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Caravan towing mirrors

Towing mirrors

Spare parts for Repusel towing mirrors

3008    10               
3009 10              
3010 10              
3011 10               

Replacement glass

3012 10              
3013 10               
3014  10               
3015 10               

3036 10               

3037 10             
   
3039 10              

3040 10               

3018 10

3019 10

Armen

ALUFOR   flat glass
ALUFOR   convex glass
LUXMAX  flat glass
LUXMAX  convex glass

ALUFOR   short, 33 cm, 
aluminium
ALUFOR   long, 44 cm, 
aluminium
LUXMAX  short, 33 cm, 
Stainless steel
LUXMAX  lang, 44 cm, 
Stainless steel

Strip with small hook

Strip with big hook

Side wing-turn-on knobs

Art.      
code    VPE

3021 10      Anti-slide cover

3020    10      Tightening-
           holder
                  

3017 10      Slidable 
           power sucker
           (per pair)

3022 10      Tension-bow   

3016  10      Rubber Ring

Art.      
code    VPE

3024 

     3023    10                  Central wing-turn-on 

3025 10      Camel block 
           (per pair)

3042 10        Extension strip 30 cm
              Extension strip, material to  
             connect 2 strips.

Mirrorhead
ALUFOR    Flat glass
ALUFOR    Convex glass
LUXMAX   Flat glass
LUXMAX   Convex glass
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Towing mirror problem solvers

            Davit with Octopus Powersucker, per piece       
 
           Davit with suction cup/ handle, per piece       

Support arm with power suction cap.
Application Dasta: for Repusel Caravan  Mirror 
and other mirrors with 16mm arms.

-  Prevent very effectively springback of caravan extension mirrors,   
    caused by strong  winds or slip streaming from large vehicles etc. 
-  Reduce irritating vibration of your caravan mirror.

8790    10             Per piece
8792    10             Per paire

  8600     10

  8600H 10

     Dasta

 Davit

Caravan towing mirrors

Art.      
code    VPE

Art.      
code    VPE

Towing mirrors

Power suction cap with  flexible webbing  strap. 
Application universal. 
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Caravan towing mirrors

Towing mirror problem solvers

  2492    5      Per piece 
  2496    5      Per pair 

Golimak
Art.      
code    VPE

Magnetic towing mirror support arm

The Golimak reduces irritating vibration 
of your caravan mirror and prevents very 
effectively springback of caravan extension 
mirrors, caused by strong winds or slip 
streaming from large vehicles etc. 

Magnetic chuck with support arm: The very 
powerful magnetic chuck is easy to mount 
and dismount.

The Golimak almost fits any car. (but NOT 
on plastic doors!)

 

Octopus ES For EXTREME mirrors

The Repusel towing mirrors (art 3000 - 3007) fit 
on almost all caravan  mirrors.

In some cases car mirrors are such big, round and 
in many cases very slooping that the Repusel Tow-
ing Mirrors have not yet an optimum fixation.

For the extreme mirrors we have developed the 
Octopus ES, so that we also have for these cases  a 
solution.

What is included:
Powersucker
Parts for installation

3044    5        Per piece
3044P  5        Per pair

Art.      
code    VPE

Magnetic plate

Anti-vibration support arm 
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1294   10 

- Flat glass
- Very flexible

- Per piece

ALASKA

BIG FROG

1296   10 

- Flat glass.
- Fits also large mirrors.
- Optimum field of vision 
  because of a special 
  construction.
- Per piece.

1295   10 

- Flat glass.
- Optimum field of vision because 
  of a special construction.
- Per piece.

BARI

Other towing mirrors

Caravan towing mirrors

Art.      
code    VPE

Art.      
code    VPE

Art.      
code    VPE

Top Millennium 
Flat glass, per piece.

Handymirror

•	 Adjust the arm from the driverside with 
one central screw.

•	 Fits on 99% of all vehicles.
•	 Ingenious adjustment-system for 

mounting on the mirrorhead.
•	 Easy and fast to mount and remove.
•	 Great view, the mirrorhead can be 

turned in every direction. 

Art.  1293A  

Simply a great view.
 

Towing mirrors
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1126    10       

1130    10       
  

Replacement rubber strip for Bari, Top Millennium, 
Big Frog, Alaska, Krok One

Buckle for replacement 
Rubber strip for Bari, Big Frog

Other towing mirrors

Caravan towing mirrors

•	 ROBUST adjustment-system for 
mounting on the mirrorhead.

•	 Flexible	mounting	clamps	that	fits	on	
straight and curved shaped mirrors.

•	 Easy and fast to mount and remove.
•	 Great view, the mirrorhead can be 

turned in every direction from the 
driverside..  

Art. 1123 | Flat glass | per piece
KROK ONE

E3  02*2168

®

KROK ONE TOWING MIRROR
**LARGE adjustable view**

**Flexible mounting clamps**

Plus+

Plus +

E-approved 

1299     10  Clips for Bari, Big Frog

1298     10  Straps for Bari, Top Millennium, Big Frog, Alaska, Krok One

1297     10  Grip pads for Top Millennium, Alaska, Krok One 

SPARE PARTS

Towing mirrors
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SPARE PARTS FOR MANOMAK

Mirrorheads

2501    10        

Powersucker 4653    10        

Arms
2510    10

Magnetic plate
Knurled 
nut for Manomak

2513    10         

3008 10
3009 10
3010    10 
3011    10

Glasses

3012 10
3013 10
3014    10
3015    10

2511    10        

Arm long., 58 cm.

Arm short, 30 cm, incl. sapre parts, 
excl. power sucker.

flat glass
convex glass
flat glass, blue tinted
convex glass, blue tinted 

flat glass
convex glass
flat glass, blue tinted
convex glass, blue tinted

Caravan towing mirrors

Art.      
code    VPE

ROBUST, AMAZINGLY USER-FRIENDLY, UNIVERSAL. THE MANOMAK CAN BE FITTED EAS-
ILY AND ABSOLUTELY SECURELY TO ANY CAR AND IS EASY TO REMOVE. CAN BE COM-
FORTABLY ADJUSTED FROM INSIDE, OPTIMUM FIELD OF VISION.

·Optimum view for the caravan-owner
with vision.
·Means the caravan mirror is not a cause for concern.
·Universal caravan mirror: safe, comfortable and 
user-friendly.

2494    5      
2495    5      

Manomak Caravan Mirror

 Manomak flat glass        
 Manomak convex glass   

per pair
per pair

Art.      
code    

Towing mirrors
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1146     10

  

Blind Spot Mirrors

1340     10

1341     10 

1342     10 

1321    10 Banana blind spot Mirror
For motor-caravans and cars
- Streamlined model.
- Very easy to mount.
- Turnable in every direction
- Multiple possibilities of 
  adjustment.

Kameleon Mirror
-Can be mounted on top or on the side of  
the mirror. 
-Streamlined model.
-The Kameleon mirror can be placed on  
the side of the Repusel Caravan Mirror. 

Blind spot Mirror - triangle
- 8.5 x 5.5 cm.
With a very strong sticker on the back!

Blind spot mirror - circle
diameter 7,5 cm.
With a very strong sticker on the back!  

Blind spot mirror - rectangular
* 12,8 x 9,3 cm.
- For campers
With a very strong sticker on the back!

Blind spot mirrors

Art.      
code    VPE

Blind spot mirrors
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Interior mirrors

Eyecontact mirrors

1348    10 Seju Companion Eyecontact mirror

Art.      
code    VPE

www.repusel.com

Travelling safely together
without turning round;
without adjusting the rear view mirror.

•	 For cars, buses and     
camper vans.

•	 Strong adhesion to all 
windscreens with suction 
grip.

•	 Full view of rear seat.

•	 Fully adjustable.

•	 Easy installation
Enjoy the trip with         
your passengers!

“Every trip’s a pleasure 
with your travel companions..”

Companion
Eye contact mirror

Art. 1348

1349    10 Seju Baby Eyecontact  mirror

Art.      
code    VPE

www.repusel.com

Keep an eye on your child’s safety
without turning round;
without adjusting the rear view mirror.

•	 Strong adhesion to all windscreens with         
suction grip.

•	 Adjustable in all 
directions.

•	 Easy installation.

“A smile or a sweet expression 
makes you feel safe”

BABY
Eye contact mirror

Art. 1349Art. 1349

Interior mirrors
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Security

Security

The cable alarm secures and protects your belong-
ings within a matter of seconds! 

Cutting or sawing the steel cable or attacking the 
hardened steel lock will make the alarm scream
 (120 decibel). 

The cable alarm is equiped with 2.4, 4.6 or 10m 
cable. The cable alarm pocket has a 60cm. cable.
* One 1 x 9V battery is required(not included) 
* Can be anchored to a wall or post or directly on 
equipment(using brackets included) 
* Compact: 14 cm x 7.5 cm x 5 cm 
* Lightweight: 500 gram 
* 2 Encoded keys are included 
* In all weathers, in and outdoor use. 
* Easy to store; Cable can be stored around the 
main unit and the clip can be closed. 

  1326    10   
  1327    10  

Art.      
code    VPE

Compact kabelalarm, kabel 2.4 m.
Compact kabelalarm, kabel 4.6 m.

RepAlarm ( 120dB ))(Hardened steel lock

Steel cable

Camping Alarm

Garage Alarm Bike Alarm Outdoor Alarm

Compact cable alarm

Can be used for: 
Bicycles, Boats & Outboards ,
Camping- and Camper equipment,
Skis & snowboards, Trailers ,Outdoor furniture.

  1329    10  Compact kabelalarm, kabel 10 m.

  1328    10  RepAlarm Pocket luggage and ski alarm, cable 60 cm.
  1331    10  Armoured cable lock with alarm 
  1333    10  Portable cable alarm safe
  1332    10  RepAlarm Padlock 
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ULTIBACK    Massage relax cushion

   8530    10          
   8533    10        

  1151    10 

Avanti 
Car-immersion heater.
Plugs into cigar-lighter socket.
Flex 130 mm
12 Volt, 150 Watt.
Packing: poly bag
With CE approval

  8673    10

8531    10         
   
  
  
 

Rio   
Travel-set immersion heater
A carrying case, with zip, in assorted
colours and prints.  Containing a heat          
resistant beaker, holder and 18 cm immersion 
heater. 
Flex: o/a 71 cm, Beaker: ø 7 cm
220 Volt, 300 Watt, fitted with continental 2 

8532    10 

Size: 34 x 27 cm.
Fabric: terry velour
3V massage motor.
2 x 1.5V batteries included. 
Colour: silver.

12V
24V

Amigo
Travel immersion heater
220 Volt, 300 Watt.
Flex: o/a  length  70 cm
Immersion  heater: 18 cm
Fitted with continental 2 pin plug  

Warning triangle
In agreement with  CE  norms.

Travel

Travel

Art.      
code    VPE
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Filling-Hose

For filling built-in jerrican of caravan or 
motorhome.             
With universal tap connector.  
Material:  plastic

 4357    10    
 4323    10       
 4325    10       
 8781    10      

      1323    10

The Robopla:
- Assures that your plants will be 
automatically watered during your holiday.
- Your plant’s moisture level will always be      
sufficient. 
- No more incorect or excessive watering.

How it works:
When the ground is dry, the Robopla triggers 
the waterdistribution from a vase or reservoir 
(located next to the plants). 
In this way you will save your time, water and  
plants.

Robopla
Ideal during holidays

1 m
2 m  
5 m 
10 m

Robopla, packed per 2 pieces

Water & Camping

Water & Camping

Art.      
code    VPE

Art. 7053       Space saving, collapsable.
         Complete with tube and stopcock.
         Dimensions: 42 x 38 x 26 cm.
         Length of hose: 60 cm. 
         Material: Strong polyethylene construction,   
        heavy duty. 
         Colour: black.

Art. 7052       Dimensions: 25 x 20 x 46 cm 
         Length of hose: 22.5 cm. 
         Space saving, collapsable. 
         Can be suspended. 
         Complete with showertube and tap. 
         Strong polyethylene construction, heavy duty. 
         Colour: black.
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HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT

Kariko     

                   Supermat 
                     Ribbed pile doormat
                    56 x 33 cm.Anti-slip back. 

8770 black/purple8771 grey/black

8772 green/purple8774 blue

2401  Grey 2402   Charcoal

2404   Blue 

2403  Brown 2400  Beige

55 X 33 CM 
100% cotton cleaning mats

washable upto 30 °C
Strong and high quality.

Anti-slip back.
Water absorption capacity:  

4 liter/m2!

WASHABLE COTTON  CLEANING MATS

FOR CARAVANS, TENTS AND MOTOR-CARAVANS

8774    10
8772    10

8771    10
8770    10

2401    10
2402    10

2403    10
2400    10

2404    10

Household

Household

Art.      
code    VPE

Art.      
code    VPE
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1320    40      
-  Dimensions: 0.62 x 0.41 =  
     0.25m2.
-  Unique click together system.
-  Light weight.
-  Bristly top cleans almost 
    automatically your shoes.
-  The mat is proof against the  
     most well-known chemicals 
     and oil.
-  Moisture and dirt sink through     
 the mat, very easy to clean.
-  Flexible and easy to roll up.
-  The height protects against a   
 swampy earth during 
    heavy rainfalls. 
-  Easy to cut in the desired size.
-  The bottom has a structure   
 which sticks well to the soil. 
-  Practical size; so....the mat can   
 also be used as a doormat.
-  Frost resistant -35C.
-   Colour: green.

Kariclip - for caravan, camper

Klikmat - anti-skid mat8869    10          

De Klikmat is (as well at the top as at the underside) a non-skid mat and 
offers extra safety and comfort in and round the caravan and house.  
- Strong and high quality.  
- Unique simply clip together system.  
- Dimensions: 35 x 35 cm. 
- Colour: grey.

The brisly top almost cleans 
your shoes automatically!

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
FOR CARAVANS, TENTS AND MOTOR-CARAVANS

Household

Household

Art.      
code    VPE
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   8665 10

For caravan or home use.  Perfect for 
TV-games, trays and many other uses.
Colour: black. 

   8691 10    

Multi-purpose turntable

8666    10

 D. 32 cm

D. 25,5 cm

Kitchen roll holder  
Simply clamps onto tent or awning 
pole.
Packed singly in polybag.

   HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
FOR CARAVANS, TENTS AND MOTOR-CARAVANS

Household

Household

Art.      
code    VPE
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Anti-insects

Anti-insects

8865    10          Kordex, white/grey, 60 x 185 cm 

Kordex

Art.      
code    VPE

Decorative and practical anti-mosquito and anti-fly 
screen.
-  Available in multiple styleful colors
-  Material: Polypropyleen.
-  Size: 60 x 185 cm.

 8701    10   

  
 8702    10 

MUSKI  3: 
for the caravan
65 x 185 cm.

MUSKI 4: 
for at home
93 X 220 cm.   

Muski Flyscreen

Art.      
code    VPE

8580    10

         
            

Mosquito-zapper
Incl. battery.
Colour: ivory-white.
Maße:  5,7 x 2 cm
Dimensions: 5,7 x 2 cm.

Art.      
code    VPE

      FLYSCREENS
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Washing and drying
GENERAL CARAVAN ACCESSORIES

8803    10     

8815    10 
Threeleg for collapsable 
caravan clothesline Standard
Very handy for camping, 
garage and garden!

8802    10                

Collapsible caravan clothesline 

Length of clothesline: 15 metres.
The collapsible clothesline is fitted with a 
universal adapting pipe, so that it can be 
fitted to almost every jockey wheelclamp.

High-quality model.
Material:  aluminium.
Height: 135 cm.

8800    10      
8824    10      

Fourleg
Threeleg

Steel Tube 
for fixation on the 
A-frame.

PEG 
for attachment in the ground.

Handyleg Standard

Caravan & Camper accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories
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8400    10
          
  

               

8791    10                    

4355    10 Wheelcover
  First-rate quality.

Covers for wheels, A-frame Bicycles, headcovers

Cycle protection cover
240 x 100 cm.
Material: PVC.
Colour: grey.
Very handy for cycle-carrier on
caravan or motorhome.

Goldi cover for two bicycles. 
Top quality bicycle cover.
Strong nylon, with closing cord.
Specially for motor-caravans
and caravans at the rear.

Caravan & Camper accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories

Art.      
code    VPE
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8821    12   
  
   

 

8843    10 
        

8842    10
  

Accessories for Petapak:

Cleaning of caravan and camper

PETAPAK   
Strong aluminium tube.
Tube is telescopic. 
Length: 105 cm.  
Extended: 168 cm.

Single brush for Petapak.

Aluminium telescopic tube 
tube with accessories.

Caravan & Camper accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories

Art.      
code    VPE
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 For caravans and motor-caravans.
  Material: heavy-duty plastic with safe       

  fixing ring.  

Wheel-trims

              Vulcano
8761     10            Vulcano cream/white              14”

               Tempo
8755     10               Tempo cream/white            16’’
8756     10               Tempo cream/white          14” 

  Astron
8766     10          Astron cream/white           14”

Caravan & Camper accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories

Art.      
code    VPE

  Scorpion
8764 10 Scorpion blanc / crème 14”
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7072    10 

7071    10 

4330    10 

1144    10     

General accessories

8690    10
 

8694    10
  

8820    10    
Never get stuck  in mud, snow or sand  
again!
Each carton contains 1 pair, over 58 cm  
long each.
Made of high impact plastic and brass 
pins inside the connections.
For caravans, light motor-caravans, 
light duty trucks and cars 4 x 4 vans. 
The long sections have traction sur-
faces that provide the necessary grip to  
vehicle unstuck.
Cold resistance: -30°C.

Towball cover with grease pot
Soft plastic.
Colour: black.
 ø 5,5 cm.

Towball cover  (hard plastic)

Bull‘s eye (water-level)

Triangle (water-level)

Intel-peg
Tired of tripping over guyrope stakes? 
End it with this clever, flush fitting stake. 
Super for tents, awnings, gameposts, drying lines etc. 
Colour: yellow. 
 Length:21.5 cm.    
Material:heavy duty plastic.

Turbo Drill

Francomat

Caravan & Camper accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories

Art.      
code    VPE

The most clever 
and durable stake!
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   8776    10         

8777    10          

   8780 10  
   1150 10
  

Thermo baffler  (7 layers)
for Ducato, Ford, Mercedes

 

   8860  2  

30 meter per roll, 
Ø 1 m, width 1,60m

     8797    10         

Dimensions: 17 cm  x 13 cm.

Karikofeet 
For permanent fixing to stabilisers.
No more searching for odd blocks of
wood!!
Prevents sinking into soft ground. 
Material: plastic.
Colour: black.

Karikofeet STANDARD 
Round, ø 15 cm.
Two fixing arrangements to suit
different stabilisers. 
Inside measurement for feet
max. 8.5 cm

Karikofeet EXTRA

for motor-caravans from 1994
for motor-caravans from  building year  2002

Thermo baffler on roll  
 (7 layers)

Sucker for Thermo baffler.

General accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories

Art.      
code    VPE

Keeps the cold in the camper outside and the 
warmth inside during the winter is an ever 
facing challenge. The thermo baffler isolates 
the windscreen by reflextion of sun radiation 
and 7 layers, which saves energy and ensures a 
warm indoor climate.
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   8693 10 

General accessories

   8874 10 

Campusit Aluminium
Ultra lightweight  folding stool.
Weatherproof, very stable, instantly
foldable, super comfortable.
Ideal for camping, fishing, painting,  
sporting, events and many outdoor 
activities. 
Legs (4): aluminium.
Seat: heavy duty canvas. 
Seat colours: red, orange, blue
and green (assorted).
Seat height: 42 cm.
Seat size: 32 x 32 cm. Weight:  0,68 kg.
Per piece in plastic bag.

Dako 
Legs (3): aluminium. 
Seat: heavy duty canvas, 360 Degrees  
turnable.
Seat colours: red, orange,  blue and
green (assorted).
Seat height: 42-50 cm. Legs are adjustable.
Dimensions seat triangular: 36 x 36 x 36 cm.
Weight:  0,98 kg.
Per piece in canvas bag.

Caravan & Camper accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories

Art.      
code    VPE
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4352    10                      

8767    10        
 

8768    10      
                      

Grizzly 
For caravan accomodation.
For the protection of tyres.
To 700 kg.

  1302    4        
  1301    2                   

Grizzly Extra
For caravan accomodation.
For the protection of tyres.
To 1000 kg.

1303    2       
1304    4       

Grizzly 2: per 2 pieces
Grizzly 4: per 4 pieces

Grizzly Extra 2: per 2 pieces
Grizzly Extra 4: per 4 pieces

Toilet roll holder
Self-adhesive / screwable.
Material: white plastic.

Washroom beaker and 
holder 
Material: white plastic.                    

 Soap holder 
 Material: white plastic.

General accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories

Caravan & Camper accessories

Art.      
code    VPE
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1. CONDITIONS
 REPUSEL will not be bound    

by any variation, waiver of, or    
addition to these Conditions,    
except as agreed in writing.

 
2.    TITLE
       Title to all goods produced and/or    

supplied by REPUSEL shall    
not pass to the Purchaser until    
payment in full shall have been    
received by REPUSEL.

3.    GOODS SUPPLIED TO    
SPECIFICATION OR CONTRACT

  The goods are supplied in    
accordance with the Specification    
(if any) submitted to the    
Purchaser any alterations shall be    
the subject  of an extra charge.

    Any parts not so specified shall    
be in accordance with REPUSELs    
printed Catalogue or the     
Catalogue of their suppliers    
(subject  to any modifications    
made since publication).

       If REPUSEL adopt any     
changes in construction or    
design of any goods or the    
specification thereof the     
Purchaser shall accept the goods    
so changed in fulfilment of the    
order.

4.    PRICE
      The quoted price may be varied by    

additions upwards by REPUSEL    
in accordance with market    
conditions at the time of actual    
supply and on confirmation of    
these changes the Purchaser shall    
pay such additons in addition to    
the quoted price.

5.    TIME FOR DELIVERY
       Any time or date named by    

REPUSEL for delivery is given    
and intended as an estimate only    
and REPUSEL shall not be    
liable to make good any     
damage or loss howsoever arising    
directly or indirectly out of delay    
in delivery.

6.    ACCEPTANCE
       a. A purchaser shall inspect the    

goods immediately upon receipt    
and shall within three working    
days from such inspection give    
notice in writing to REPUSEL 

 of  any matter or thing by reason    
whereof he alleges that the goods    
are not in  accordance with the    
contract. If the purchaser shall fail    
to give such notice the said    
goods shall  be deemed to be in    
all respects in accordance with the    
contract and the purchaser shall    
be bound to accept them  and pay    
for the same  accordingly.

       b. If goods are damaged or lost in    
transit the Purchaser must give    
REPUSEL handwritten     
notification of such damage or    
loss within three working days    
from delivery to enable REPUSEL    
to comply with the Carriers    
conditions of carriage and time    
shall be of the essence.

7.    RETURNED GOODS
       a. No goods may be returned to    

 REPUSEL for credit unless    
 authorised by REPUSELs    
 Credit Department.

       b. Goods manufactured or    
 produced to the purchaser’s own    
 specification and delivered within    
 the due date will not be accepted    
 as returned for credit.

       c. All costs of carriage of returned    
 goods and incidental thereto will be    
 paid by the Purchaser unless agreed    
 otherwise in writing by REPUSEL     
 prior to despatch.

       d. Before goods are returned your    
 documentation must be supplied    
 quoting original invoice number and a   
 full explanation of the reason for    
 return. On receipt  of such REPUSEL   
 will despatch a ‘return label’  to    
 ensure the goods are  accepted and    
 reconciled with REPUSEL’s pro    
 forma credit note number.

8.     PART ORDERS
       REPUSEL reserve the right to    

 despatch part orders with the    
 remaining goods being  forwarded    
 within fourteen days at no    
 additional cost to the Purchaser.

9.     GUARANTEE
        REPUSEL hereby warrant that in    

 the manufacture of its goods only the   
 best workmanship and materials have   
 been employed and if any fault due to   
 bad workmanship of material is proved   
 and the article is returned to REPUSEL   
 within the stated warranty  period    
 (due allowance being made for fair    
 wear and tear) REPUSEL will at its    
 own cost repair or replace at its own    
 option a faulty article but subject as    
 aforesaid all express of implied    
 warranties or conditions statutory or    
 oherwise as to quality or fitness for    
 any purpose of the goods are hereby    
 expressly excluded.

10.   RISK
        From the time of despatch of goods by   

 REPUSEL the risk of any loss or    
 damage or deterioration to the said    
 goods from  whatever cause arising    
 shall be borne by the Purchaser and all   
 claims will be made against the carrier   
 either by REPUSEL or  the    
 Purchaser.

11.  PAYMENT
        a.  Payment will be due in full within   

 fourteen  days after the date of invoice.
        b.  Should the purchaser default in    

 paying any sum due under any order    
 REPUSEL shall have the right either    
 to suspend or  defer deliveries until the   
 default be  made good or to cancel the   
 order so far as any work outstanding    
 remains to be delivered  thereunder.

        c.  Should work be cancelled,    
 suspended at the request of the    
 Purchaser or  delayed   through any    
 fault of the purchaser for a  period of   
 twenty-eight  days REPUSEL shall    
 be entitled to payment for work carried   
 out, goods specially ordered and other    
 additional costs, including storage.

12. LIEN
 a. Notwithstanding that credit has    

 hereinbefore been given for the payment of   
 the price of goods REPUSEL shall    
 be entitled to retain possession thereof   

 until payment.
 b. In addition to any right of lien to    

 which REPUSEL may by law be    
 entitled REPUSEL shall (in the    
 event of the purchaser’s  insolvency)    
 be entitled to a general lien on all    
 goods of the purchaser in REPUSEL’s   
 possession (although such    
 goods or some of  them may have    
 been paid for) and for the unpaid price   
 of any other goods sold and delivered   
 to the purchaser by REPUSEL    
 under the same or any other contract.

13  PARTIAL COMPLETION
   (FOR SPECIAL  ORDERS ONLY)
  In the case of partial completion of an   

 order REPUSEL shall be entitled to a   
 quantum meruit in respect of all work   
 done by it without prejudice to its rights 

  should non-completion be occasioned by   
 Purchaser.

14.  FORCE MAJEURE
  REPUSEL shall be under no liability   

 if it is unable to carry out any provision   
 of the contract for any reason beyond   
 its control including, without    
 limiting the foregoing, acts of  God,    
 legislation, war, fire, drought, failure of   
 power supply, lockout, strike or other   
 action taken by employees or owing to   
 any inability to produce materials    
 required for the performance of the    
 contract. During the continuance of    
 such a contingency, the purchaser may   
 by  written notice to REPUSEL elect   
 to terminate the contract and pay for    
 work done and materials used, but    
 subject  thereto shall otherwise accept   
 delivery when available.

15.  LAW
  The conditions and all other expressed   

 terms of the contract shall be governed   
 and construed in accordance with the   
 Laws of The Netherlands.

STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE OF REPUSEL  
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